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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines a research agenda to understand how the expanding use of smart home devices affects the privacy of individuals
who did not choose to deploy them, and may not even be aware of
them. We describe current and planned studies with domestic workers and people who employ domestic workers, other populations
likely to be affected by the increasing use of smart home devices,
and product teams who design such devices. Findings will support
guidelines, and recommendations for developers of smart-home
devices and for policymakers, as well as public-education materials.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Human and societal aspects of security and privacy; • Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous computing; • Social and professional topics → Surveillance.
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INTRODUCTION

As technology development becomes more focused on devices that
are designed to be part of an environment—i.e., the Internet of
Things—those devices are increasingly collecting data about that
whole environment, not just specific users. These IoT devices therefore impact the privacy not only of the individuals who choose to
deploy them, but of the people around them (i.e., bystanders).
This paper lays out a research agenda to examine how the growth
of the IoT, especially smart homes, is affecting the privacy of people
who are not the primary end users of the devices—and how those
effects can be mitigated in product development.
Problems with typical proposed privacy solutions such as better
disclosure, improved controls, and conservative defaults have been
raised even with regard to primary users [e.g., 22, 24, 33, 35, 46],
but the issues are even more complicated when we consider how
people interact with devices they do not control, or may even be
unaware of. In addition, some basics of privacy protection can be
implemented without needing to know much about the specific
context of use, but designing meaningful and useful controls and
choosing defaults that represent people’s expectations and interests
requires an understanding of specific contexts.
Context is likely to play an even greater role in future smarthome devices, which will collect more data more of the time. One
likely source of contextual challenges will be devices designed for
one context that may inadvertently collect data about another, such
as a voice-controlled microwave that overhears a non–cooking
related conversation that takes place in the kitchen. Presenting
an extra challenge will be devices explicitly designed to operate
in multiple contexts; for example, smart speakers today are used

primarily for entertainment but also have current and future uses
that involve health and work. To adequately navigate these settings,
devices will need to develop a much greater level of situational
awareness, differentiating between currently active contexts as well
as resolving potential differences between the preferences of the
people present. Yet, since many people present will be bystanders,
their preferences might not be known ahead of time.
We plan to approach these issues from two angles. First, we will
study groups of people for whom bystander concerns are likely to
be amplified, such as domestic employees (e.g. nannies, caregivers
for the elderly and disabled, housecleaners, gardeners) and those
who employ them, older adults who have safety monitors in their
homes, and residents of pre-equipped “smart” housing. At the same
time, we will study smart home product teams, to understand how
they currently make decisions about data use, both for the direct
customer and for people who aren’t the direct customer (if they
consider the latter at all). Based on our findings, we will develop
and test an experimental training for product teams to increase the
visibility of bystanders in product design.
Our decision to begin with case studies of household employees
has three main reasons. First, we we hope to shed light on the
interplay between socio-economic power differentials and privacy
outcomes—and how we can reduce the effects of those differentials.
Second, most research on privacy concerns, attitudes, and expectations focuses either on primary end users of a specific technology
or on more general public surveillance or tracking, where decisions
about privacy are completely removed from the subjects of the data
collection. Domestic workers present an interesting in-between
case, in that there is direct interaction and some kind of personal
accountability between the primary users choosing to deploy the
device and others whose privacy may be affected by it.
Finally, the study of in-home employees presents an interesting
case for the theory of Privacy as Contextual Integrity (CI), due to
the multi-dimensional nature of the context. Firstly, it is a home—a
private space, and one where the householders traditionally have
more control of what goes on than they do elsewhere—but it is
also a workplace. Secondly, there is an employer–employee relationship (with attendant financial dependence). But for caregiving
employees, there is also a care relationship involved, so the usual
professional divides cannot be applied simply. So, for example, perspectives on the balance between safety concerns and privacy rights
are likely to be different than in other workplaces.
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RELATED WORK

Privacy researchers have begun developing a body of work on
people’s understandings of, expectations about, and concerns about
how IoT devices—particularly smart home devices—collect, use,
and share data [e.g. 8, 15, 36, 47, 49–51, 55]. Privacy impacts of IoT
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technologies can have differential impacts across populations, due
to differences in knowledge and skills [e.g. 4, 20, 40] or because
power imbalances mean collected data end up reinforcing existing
discrimination [e.g. 13, 40].
Such imbalances can also play out in workplace data collection,
for example wearable health trackers distributed by employers, e.g.
to reduce insurance costs [e.g., 30, 32, 39] or to track details of professional athletes’ performance [3]. Ongoing work by Kraemer and
Flechais [25] relates control over smart-home devices to existing
socio-cultural dynamics (the social order within the home). In the
worst case, taking advantage of control over smart-home devices
may be an element in domestic abuse [6, 29].
Many studies focus on how people’s preferences and concerns
about smart home data collection and sharing vary according to
particular contextual and situational factors [e.g. 2, 16, 18, 27, 28, 34,
37]. Most studies that compared locales for data collection found
that people are more sensitive about data collected in their homes
than, for example, in their workplaces or in business establishments
[e.g. 9, 27, 37] [contra 19]. This raises interesting questions about
what happens when one person’s workplace is another person’s
home, as in some of our planned case studies.
Work within the framework of Contextual Integrity [5, 38] investigates how people reason about privacy when the context for
data collection blends features and norms from multiple contexts.
CI researchers have examined how people think about smart-home
devices based on (or not based on) norms about privacy in the
home vs., for example, the Internet [e.g. 2, 31, 52], finding that the
crossing of contexts these devices represent can give rise to new
considerations [7]. We anticipate that CI will be important in helping us reveal the additional complexities when this already intricate
situation is blended with norms about information collection and
sharing in the workplace.
While most work on IoT privacy expectations and preferences
has focused on primary users—including their concerns about bystanders [21, 23, 53, 54]—there is relatively little work on the expectations of bystanders and non-primary users. Some studies have
investigated bystanders’ views of wearable computing devices [e.g.
1, 41]. Studies on wearables, autonomous vehicles, and drones have
examined the influence of contextual factors such as purpose and
location, as well as signalling mechanisms and bystanders’ ability
to control data collection [e.g. 11, 14, 17, 26, 42, 44, 45, 48, 54].
Smart-home devices have received less attention, but concerns
of bystanders such as visitors to smart homes—or even co-habitants
who did not make the choice to install the device—are discussed
briefly in some of the literature [e.g., 8, 43, 55]. However, to our
knowledge, there have not been any studies on the expectations
and concerns of in-home care workers in smart homes.

3 PLANNED RESEARCH STUDIES
3.1 Studies With Likely Bystanders
To develop a more comprehensive understanding of how the expanding use of smart home devices affects the privacy of everyone
who interacts with them, we are conducting focused case studies
with groups of people who are especially likely to interact with
smart home devices they do not control. In some cases, such groups
might really be unintended bystanders to the data collection, and
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in some cases, they might be explicit targets. At a high level, our
research question for these studies is:
• What are the smart home experiences, privacy expectations,
and privacy concerns of people who aren’t (usually) the
primary users of the devices?
Nannies and Parents. We are beginning with a two-side case
study of nannies and parents who employ nannies. We will investigate parents’ deliberate use of smart home devices (such as
home security systems or baby-cams/remote monitors, as well as
nanny cams per se) to keep tabs on nannies, babysitters, and au
pairs. We will also investigate the dynamics around smart home
devices that parents are most likely deploying for other reasons,
such as smart speakers, smart toys, or smart TVs that use sensors
for, e.g., voice commands or presence detection. In the first case
(surveillance devices), nannies may be the targets of the data collection; in the second case (other smart home devices), they are likely
to be bystanders.
As of the time of writing, we are currently conducting an analysis
of data from an online forum for nannies (preliminary findings in
§4), and will soon begin conducting qualitative interviews with both
nannies and parents who employ nannies. We are also planning
quantitative surveys. Research questions for this case study include:
(1) What are the experiences and the privacy attitudes, expectations, and concerns of domestic workers who may be observed and recorded by smart home devices they did not
choose to deploy?
(2) Do potentially different framings of the context by domestic workers and by their employers affect each party’s expectations, attitudes, and choices about data collection and
sharing?
(3) How do employers’ and employees’ attitudes and choices
about smart home data collection reflect, reinforce, or change
existing power dynamics in those relationships?
(4) If there are privacy-related conflicts between nannies and
parents, how are those conflicts negotiated?
(5) What are the potential points of intervention for representing caregivers’ preferences about data being collected and
shared about them by their employers’ devices?
Home Care Attendants, Care Clients, and Families. The second
planned case study is similar to the nannies and parents study, but
will be three-side, including both elderly or disabled care clients,
and family members of such care clients who have control of remote
monitoring systems in the care client’s homes. (In the case of nannies and parents, there is of course a third side, i.e. the children, but
they will not be included in the study.) We hope that the three-side
dynamic will provide an opportunity to examine how contextual
privacy norms and expectations compare between seniors and the
family members who want to protect them. We also plan to compare
how those family members reason about the privacy of the seniors
vs. their care attendants., potentially revealing power dynamics at
play.
Housecleaners/In-Home Maintenance Workers. Another potential study could focus on smart-home devices in homes where
more intermittent domestic employees or service providers, such
as housecleaners, gardeners, and/or repairpeople, are employed.
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Again, this would be a two-side study, investigating the experiences
and attitudes of both in-home workers and people who employ such
workers. It would likely present interesting contrasts with nannies
or care attendants, in that these workers work in many different
houses for many different clients. We speculate that differences
might arise from the fact that clients do not have the impetus of
concern for their loved ones to deliberately spy on workers, but on
the other hand, would usually have less personal connection and
thus perhaps less feeling of accountability to respect the workers’
privacy with regard to incidental data capture.
Groups/Organizations That Hold In-Home Meetings. A rather different study might examine how hosts and attendees of regular
meetings that may take place in people’s homes (e.g. church groups,
support groups, HOAs, political/activist groups, volunteer cohorts,
or craft clubs) view the use or potential use of smart-home devices
that might collect data about visitors. We anticipate that studying
different types of groups might yield insights about how the sensitivity of the topic might—or might not—affect people’s attitudes
in combination with specific expectations about the home context.
Studying groups in different places may also be of value, as both
attendees and hosts may have different expectations about how
likely or taken-for-granted smart home devices would be.
Smart Housing Residents. Another possible case study could
reach out to residents of housing that is “smart by default,” for
example dorm rooms equipped with smart speakers [10] or housing in new developments that comes with a suite of IoT devices
built in [12]. This would allow us to explore what considerations
come into play when the primary user—the one who controls the
device—is not necessarily an IoT enthusiast/early adopter.

3.2

Studies With the General Population

We expect the case studies described above with employees and employers/clients to illuminate how socio-economic power dynamics
can impact privacy negotiations with regard to smart home dynamics. To develop a broader picture of the potentially differing effects
of indirect interactions with IoT across demographic divides, we
also plan to conduct a survey study with the general population (via
intercepts in public spaces in different locales). Research questions
include:
• How do IoT experiences and privacy concerns vary across
different communities/populations, for example, by socioeconomic status?
• How do people who aren’t (necessarily) primary users/early
adopters encounter and interact with IoT/smart home devices?
• How do the contexts in which non–primary users encounter
IoT/smart home devices affect their expectations about data
collection and sharing?

3.3

Developer Studies and Design Impact

In parallel with the studies of non–primary users of smart home devices, we intend to conduct research with smart home product teams
to discover how we may be able to increase developers’ attention to
bystander privacy. We will then develop and test an experimental
training based on the research results. Research questions include:
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• How and to what degree do smart home product designers
currently account for non–primary users’ privacy concerns?
• What approaches could be effective in increasing non–primary
users’ visibility in product design?
The overall goal of our research program is to have impact
through training materials, guidelines, and best practices for different stakeholders: product teams, consumer advocacy groups,
policymakers, and users (primary and non-primary) of the devices.
In particular, improving the design of IoT products in regard to
privacy and data protections requires that more product designers
and developers understand the importance of addressing the needs
of a broad audience, including secondary users and bystanders. In
the best case, even companies who are not invested in the privacy of
non–primary users for its own sake will increasingly be concerned
about brand reputation and compliance, as these issues gain media
traction and continue to be a focus of new laws and regulations.

4

(VERY) PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

As a first pass at sketching out some factors that might come into
play for nannies working in smart homes, we looked at around
eight months’ worth of posts in the Nanny forum on Reddit.1 This
is a public forum, mostly frequented by nannies, au pairs, and professional babysitters, but open to parents as well. The preliminary
impressions below are based on 75 threads where nanny cams, security cameras, or audio monitors2 were mentioned and 16 posts
mentioning other types of IoT devices.

4.1

Cameras and Deliberate Surveillance

Expectations, Opinions, Preferences, and Choices. Even nannies
who have not worked with cameras anticipate having to make
choices about it in the future. However, nannies who don’t work in
the U.S. believe such monitoring is less common in other countries.
They do not expect it a priori, would expect to be informed it it took
place, and would be more likely to view it as indicating a potentially
problematic employer (because it is not the norm). Nannies in the
U.S. are more likely to say they expect monitoring or at least view
it as normal, and some say they always assume they are being
monitored whether they are informed or not.
However, such discussions still make reference to privacy norms,
even if the posters/commenters do not count on them being followed. Some comments refer explicitly to the clash between workplace and home contexts that can give rise to nannies’ and parents’
differing reasoning about privacy and data collection (among other
things). Nannies (especially experienced/career nannies) view themselves as professionals and try to promote professional employer–
employee relationships, workplace-based norms for communication, and respect for boundaries. But they are aware that the blurring
of boundaries—due to the personal nature of the relationship and
the fact that the work takes place in their employer’s home—means
that parents may not be applying those norms (or if they are not
experienced supervisors, may not know what the norms are).
Some Reddit nannies are so uncomfortable with being on camera
that they simply will not accept (or keep) jobs where they know
1 https://www.reddit.com/r/Nanny/
2 We

did not include references to standard audio or A/V baby monitors that do not
record and are not accessible to the parents when the nanny is at work.
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CI Parameter

Expected/Acceptable Collection

(Potential) Privacy Violation

Recipients

Only Mom Boss views video
Only parents view data
Data stays on-device

Dad Boss views video
Parents show data to friends
Data is sent/stored off-device

Subjects

Monitors nanny with children

Monitors nanny by themself (at naptime, etc.)

Attributes

Monitors common areas, children’s bedrooms, outside
Video collected

Monitors bathrooms∗∗
Audio collected∗

Transmission
Principles

Nanny knows there are cameras/monitors
Nanny knows where all cameras/monitors are
Parents only use to check for abuse/neglect
Parents spot-check occasionally
Nanny can use, or has separate baby monitor
Passive observation
Data is erased regularly
Data is kept secure/transmitted securely

Nanny doesn’t know about cameras/monitoring∗∗
Nanny doesn’t know where cameras/monitors are∗∗
Parents micromanage based on observations∗
Parents continually watch/listen to live feed∗
Nanny is monitored but can’t monitor∗
Parents give orders to nanny through monitor
Data is stored indefinitely
Poor data security

Table 1: Conditions of acceptance for cameras (for at least some nannies). ∗ indicates more commonly mentioned.

there are cameras. Others say they are totally used to cameras
and barely think about them. This basic comfort or discomfort—
in combination with job possibilities—may drive choices about
working with monitoring more than more abstract attitudes or
opinions about whether cameras are appropriate.
Discussions that mention cameras also often mention potential
benefits to nannies. The most commonly mentioned benefit is that
cameras can protect a nanny from spurious or incorrect accusations.
Other benefits include parents seeing the nanny being good at
their job; providing evidence for conversations about children’s
problematic behavior; and even helping nannies keep their cool
because they know they’re being observed.
Parameters of Acceptable Collection. Even nannies who agree
with cameras and are comfortable working with them are likely to
mention factors that make the camera use/monitoring acceptable to
them (at least in theory, even if they don’t enforce those conditions).
Some of the conditions mentioned by Reddit nannies are listed
in Table 1, grouped according to the parameters of information
transmission outlined in the Contextual Integrity framework [5].
Employer–Employee Power Dynamics. Discussions of cameras
and monitoring on the Nanny subReddit often lead to—or are part
of—discussions about employer–employee relationships and nannies’ rights to stipulate conditions of their work situations. A common theme in the forum is the importance of having a contract.
When newer nannies ask for advice on what should be included,
specifications about camera use are mentioned frequently—either
complete prohibition or disclosure of cameras and (less commonly)
limitations on data use/retention, depending on the nanny’s preferences.
In general, older or more experienced nannies will often advise
less experienced nannies on how to deal with issues with their
employers. Such situations may be discussed in terms of individual
personalities and/or contextualized within general social dynamics
(undervaluing of care work, overvaluing of rich people). Much of
the advice amounts to “Know your worth and demand respect”.

Within this framing, an employer who respects their nanny
will disclose the existence of cameras and abide by the nanny’s
stipulations about the data. Failing to disclose cameras is seen as not
respecting a nanny’s rights. Again, nannies do not necessarily expect
their employers to treat them with respect, but they view it as a
prescriptive norm. Depending on their level of experience, the state
of the nanny job market, and their own financial situation—they
may view it as grounds for quitting if their rights are not respected
(including if they discover hidden cameras). If job prospects are
narrower, they may be less in a position to push professional norms.

4.2

Other IoT Devices

Other IoT devices do not come up as often in the Nanny subReddit;
online forums may not be a very fruitful source for data about
devices whose primary purpose (for the user) is not surveillance.
None of the 7 threads mentioning smart speakers touched data
collection. In a few cases, nannies inquired about whether particular
devices could be used for surveillance (an Amazon Echo Show, a
bluetooth TV speaker), demonstrating that IoT data flows may still
be a black box for many. Unlike with in-home monitors, location
tracking (via phone apps, key fobs, etc.) is not viewed as expectable
in any situation, making disclosure even more imperative.

5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We anticipate that applying the analytical framework of Contextual
Integrity will help us to untangle the specific ways in which both
primary users and bystanders to (or targets of) smart home data
collection—as well as the product teams that design smart home
devices—reason about the privacy implications of their own and
each other’s choices, given the asymmetries of knowledge and
control involved. We hope to present the research agenda and
some preliminary results from our first case study (textual data and,
by then, interviews) at the CI symposium in order to seek feedback
on how CI can help to address these complexities.
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